
Six Essential
Board 

Customizations

Healthcare communication boards keep your team organized and briefed and your patients and loved ones informed, 
no matter the Department in your facility. It’s important the communication boards meet the exact needs of your Med 
staff and Unit. An optimal communication board is not one-size-fits-all. Customizations are the best approach to ensure 
seamless care.

Brand integrity is important in healthcare. Your inserts 
should be designed according to your brand, from logo to 
colors, value statement, and other style elements that are 
important to drive a visual consistency and message for 
your facility.

BRAND AND DESIGN

SIZE & SPACE LIMITATIONS
The wall space available will determine both the size of the 
board and how much space there is for printed information. 
Space restrictions might exist. That’s why we create our 
communication boards in standard and custom sizes to 
accommodate your available space.

LEGIBILITY
From spacing to font style and size boards need to be 
legible and readable from a distance and at quick glance.

Serving the demographic of your patients and staff in their 
native language for complete understanding of care is 
essential. Boards can be printed in multiple languages to 
suit your needs. 

MULTI-LANGUAGE

THE 6 MOST IMPORTANT BOARD CUSTOMIZATION CONSIDERATIONS

SOLUTIONS-BASED

Inserts should be customized based on the user group, like 
safety and prevention, huddle boards, behavioral boards, 
and patient care to ensure the nuances are addressed.

DEPARTMENT/UNIT-BASED

START YOUR CUSTOM PATIENT CARE COMMUNICATION BOARD ORDER
https://patientcareboards.com/custom-patient-care-board/

What information is most critital to your staff and your 
patients? The information captured your board will vary 
across Departments and Units. 

The design and fabrication 
of our products are done 
in-house by our teams, 
better enabling us 
to create a board to 
your exact needs and 
specifications and 
meeting all custom 
criteria. The inserts are 
designed to meet a wide 
variety of specifications 
depending on the facility, Unit/
Department, or team’s needs. 
Providing these customization options means you 
are not locked into formatting or information that isn’t 
relevant to your facility.


